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What it is

It’s a software agent (US PAT 7702773) that 

logs into vendor web portals and is tasked 

to execute required transactions 

(transactions for inventory, services, 

devices or people) created and executed 

through workflows.

What it does

It executes automated actions created  

through workflows and propriety scripting 

language on the vendor’s web service portal, 

standards API’s but non-standard API's and 

other interfaces.       

It also tracks and registrars any move, adds 

or change activates. 

It works as our discovery tool building the  

real-time inventory (CMBD) and tracking 

any changes to billing and provisioning of 

new services.

Supported Protocols

HTTP/HTTPS, SSH, Telnet, XML, PDF, AXL, 

SOAP, IBM390, SNMP, WMI, Web Client, 

Command Shell, etc.

Vendor Portal Automation
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How it works

The Robot does its work verifying pending 

transactions from Asignet Cloud Services, 

through a scripted patented language 

(workflows) that mimic machine or 

human commands. 

Telecom (Fixed and Mobile), Cloud, 

Hardware and Software

Vendor Portal Automation with The Robot 

and WayFast (U.S. PAT 7702773)

Updating routing patterns in an enterprise 

network (US 20120231800 A1)

Telecom management service system

(US 8775225 B2)

The Robot, along with hyperautomated 

technology, interprets and executes 

commands in order to complete the 

transaction requires, capturing the 

transactions; required information 

from vendor portals and other systems.

Patents and Cisco IVT and Marketplace

Updating routing patterns in an enterprise 

network (US 20140119240 A1)

Tracking trunk usage in an enterprise 

network (US 8189751 B2)

CISCO Compatible certificate for the 

automated configuration solution of the 

Cisco Unified Communications Manager
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